
 

 

“SPIN” Supply List 

 

 

Friday, March 27
th

 10:30- 4:30pm   Teacher: Karen Bachofner 

 

A fun quilt to make, not paper pieced and not a Dresden plate.  Learn some easy 

techniques to make your blocks perfect every time and create your beautiful 

interpretation of “Spin”.  A lesson in lights, darks and values. 

 

Pattern: Included in class 

 

Tools to Purchase: EZ Quilting Dresden Ruler (available in store) or 18 degree 

Dresden Plate Ruler (creative grids) etc. 

 

Fabric Requirements: 

There are two sizes for this quilt.  The smaller is 20 blocks and the dimensions 

are: 48”x60”. The larger size is 30 blocks and the dimensions are 60”x 72”.  Each 

block will consist of a light and a dark or contrasting colors. Differentiate from 

the two so that the fabrics are distinct from each other.  See the sample. 

 

20 Blocks (4 x 5)      30 Blocks (5 x 6) 

   48” X 60”           60” X 72” 

 

10 light fabrics- 3/8 yard    15 light fabrics – 3/8 yard 

10 dark fabrics- 3/8 yard    15 light fabrics – 3/8 yard 

From 3/8 yard cuts you will be able to make two blocks from each piece. 

 

OR        OR 

 

20 light FQ’s      30 light FQ’s 

20 dark FWQ’s      30 dark FQ’s 

From FQ’s you will be able to make one block from each piece. 

 

OR        OR 

 

Use your stash and get creative and make it scrappy. Use your imagination ! 

 

 



Class Preparation: Cut out as many blocks as you can prior to class.  Cut a strip 

8” wide and then lining up your template you will cut each wedge. You will need 

10 pieces cut out in the light and 10 pieces cut out in the dark or contrasting 

fabric for each Spin block. I used paper plates and put the fabric for each block on 

the plate and stacked them as I went along. This keeps everything separated and 

organized.  Note: If you are using 3/8 yard cuts you will have enough to do two 

blocks.  You can make them alike or you can make all your blocks different color 

combinations. See the sample.  Call me if you have any questions.  

 

 

 

General Supplies: 

 Sewing machine in good working order. 

 Sewing machine bobbins, regular sewing foot, power cord, foot pedal. 

 New needles (80/12) 

 Thread in a neutral color or thread to match the fabric you have 

coordinated. 

 Sewing accessories such as seam ripper, tape measure, ruler, etc. 

  

If you have any questions or if I can be of any assistance please don’t 

hesitate to give me a call or text me: 971-302-0936. Karen Bachofner. I look 

forward to sewing with youl 

 

 

 

 

 


